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About This Game

Challenge your skills in this new action-platformer adventure. Jump, Shoot and Dash throughout the city choosing which crisis
to solve first as you gain new powers and make a few allies along the way. Fight your way through legions of evil robots and

thugs as you try to save the world.

Navyblue is a star hero of Metromega, the most advanced, and now secure, place in the world. Bound to a near omnipotent
power called the Blueforce, he's been thrown in the career of vigilante and achieved to put every villain behind bars, except one.

But what happens when an evil scientist devices a way to even the playing field?
Doom has arrived and it's up to you to save the day!

Bolstered by a dangerous new weapon, several notorious villains have banded together.

Collect new suit designs throughout the city

Acquire powerful new weapons by defeating super villains

Explore the various districts of Metromega as you try to save them from destruction.
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I went into this expecting nothing but pleasantly surprised. Essentially you use your hands to boost around the moon like Iron
Man using your hands (with directional control and thrust of each hand) and shoot missiles at asteroids. It\u2019s a good start
for $3.99.

I don\u2019t think this is a good game for those new to VR. While I had no problem, I suspect it will be very disorienting for
newbies.

Issues\\recommendations for developer:
- You must use a mouse or keyboard to select play outside of VR. Fix this ASAP. I was waiting around in VR for the game to
start.
- The first level was ok but I could not figure out where to plant the flag. It just kept swapping hands.
- Ramp up game play. The first level was almost too easy but I gave up before finding all 12 asteroids on the 2nd level.
- Give us a HUD\/map
- Multiplayer could be awesome!. Latest patch has been released to fixed the save/load bug (and after only a day) ***

Great potential to become the next 500+ hours game in my life.

But it's a bit too buggy at the moment... I saved and when I came back later couldn't load my save.

https://steamuserimages-a.akamaihd.net/ugc/867365298782795841/8B3A4DF754A839C90D2951A9DF1131843104B73A/.
P.S: This review is based on MY experience, and reflects MY opinion.

+ Cute animals! Sleeping, running around!
+ You are an alien ship, kidnapping these animals without disturbing them to point of self-destruction. You gotta be smooth :O
+ Graphics are cartoon-like and colorful.
+ Sounds are fun and not annoying.
+ Lots of levels & multiplayer option.

Have fun.
. A really nice twist on the initial concept of Train Valley - adding a resource management layer makes you think a little
differently while still keeping the same fun of the first one.. I admit, I bought it initially for the cards.

But it is actually kinda fun. Requires more thought than you would think a 99 cent game would require. I am about 8 hours in
and nearly done with everything, but for 99 cents that is worth it. I'd recommend it.
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I got it for free with pre-order. Awesome pack and all 9 bucks is pushing it IMO tho for something that should've been in the
base game, but if you're really into the game, buy it 100% buy it. If you just mess around with the game and don't play often, I
would forget about it for now.

It is shady stuff to release day 1 DLC I need to say that. Stuff that is already done before you release a game, should be in the
game, not charged extra. You already do not have that many leaders to start out with in the first place. This should've been in the
game. F*** you guys for doing this.. A great music pack! Well worth the asking price. Some tracks calming even some
reminding me of a "Portal" esk vibe. This one is well worth picking up even if you're searching for Myst\/Scifi Quality.

Thank you so much for this pack!. you: oh hey i want a civilization!
game: no im gonna crash

d o n t b u y i t. Good game. Interesting game play machanics.

ITS NOT FREE TO PLAY AS ADVERTISED. MANY CONTENTS ARE ONLY AVAILABE TO PAID SUBSCRIPTION
ACCOUNT.

If you want to try out Dofus just remember if you want full contents you have to pay other then that its just a DEMO.

. Great game! It was a rainy day here and my son and I still got to play paintball in VR. Gotta get the paintball fix! one
suggestion, Play vs. other VR players. The bots are OK but would love to play against other VR players, with voice chat.. Would
be 6\/5 if there were bots and players, RIP

EDIT: Is 6\/5 as there is players, and if not, there is bots.
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